2021 Award of Merit
Lloyd Keller

In recognition of long-standing commitment, outstanding leadership, and significant contributions to the development of concrete materials and construction standards

With over 30 years of membership and leadership on the Technical Committee for Concrete Materials and Construction (A23.1/A23.2), including chairing the Technical Subcommittee on Formwork, Reinforcement and Prestressing since 1997, Lloyd Keller has been a leader in studying and applying innovative techniques for placing concrete in major infrastructure projects. He has used his construction experience to bring those innovations into the CSA A23.1 standard. This has helped make CSA A23.1 a world-leading document for concrete construction.

Over the decades, Lloyd also made significant contributions to the Strategic Steering Committee on Concrete, and committees on hydraulic cement, cementitious materials, and the construction/renovation of health care facilities. Through his involvement on American Concrete Institute committees, he has worked towards opportunities for harmonization between concrete standards and codes on both sides of the border.

Lloyd's excellent record of participation and leadership has made him an outstanding role model for his fellow members. Lloyd also gives back by presenting and teaching standards to new engineers. He has embraced new standards development tools, such as online collaborative authoring, encouraging others to do the same. His unique contractor perspective has greatly benefited the work of the committees he has been involved in and has improved numerous standards.

Lloyd is currently consulting in Construction Sciences for Ellis-Don Construction Limited in Mississauga, Ontario.